Action of receiver and activator modules of UhpA in transcriptional control of the Escherichia coli sugar phosphate transport system.
Induction of the sugar-phosphate transport system in Escherichia coli by external glucose-6-phosphate is regulated by the UhpABC regulatory proteins. UhpA protein is required for uhpT transcription and is related to response regulators of two-component regulatory systems. UhpA and its homologues appear to be composed of two modules: the receiver module which contains the putative site of phosphorylation, and the activation module whose predicted helix-turn-helix motif is related to that present in many transcription activators. The roles of the two modules were examined by analysis of the regulatory consequences of uhpA deletion mutations generated by in vitro manipulations and missense mutations selected for independence from the requirement for UhpB kinase activity. Deletion of even seven amino acids from the C-terminus resulted in complete loss of transcription activation at the uhpT promoter. Overexpression of all C-terminal truncations that left intact the receiver module (residues 1-120) exhibited strong dominant-negative interference with a chromosomal uhpA+ allele. The genetic requirements for interference indicated that the overexpressed receiver module competed with intact UhpA for phosphate residues carried on UhpB. The site of phosphorylation of UhpA is not necessary for uhp activation by overexpressed UhpA but is necessary for UhpA action at normal levels of UhpA or for interference by the truncated species.